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one thing leads to another…

(womp-womp)

THIS
(but much skinnier!)

“Germanium beam-dump”
PSI MuE4 circa 1999



A different motivation
(isn’t CLFV enough?)

conventional
view

l’avant-garde

(some possible cosmological roles for a nonrelativistic X0)



Main difficulty
(identification of lowest possible Ee+ a.s.a.p. after large Eµ+ ) 

Solution is high-throughput digitization and advanced offline analysis tools



Demonstration using surface antimuons @ TRIUMF’s M20
(using off-the-shelf commercial detector)

Excellent sensitivity due to:

1) low-mass detector (2g)
2) Small fraction of Michel e+ at low-energy
3) Superb detector energy resolution

However, still limited due to:

1) digitization noise from available DAQ
2) short exposure (magnet issues)
3) predicted e+ escape bckg in a small detector

unbinned e+ peak search

C.M. Lewis, Ph.D. dissertation 2023 (APS Tanaka prize 2024)
https://browse.arxiv.org/abs/2310.01314



X-lent: final search at PSI
(ad hoc optimized PPC detector, 98 MeV/c cloud µ+)

• Unique opportunity due to MuE1 planned beam test during June 2024. Presently the only beam line 
with required µ+ purity and energy, anywhere. Detector completion expected March 2024.

• Conservative expectation (1,000 Hz trigger rate, aiming for ~3,500 Hz via preamplifier modifications). 
One-week run assumed and requested.

• Complex X0 signature (three peaks in Ee+ spectrum with known separation and predictable relative 
amplitude). Boson emission at rest detectable via search for 2 x 511 keV line. PSD features of PPCs 
can help establish a positron origin for anomalies. Anti-coincident data provide knowledge of 
(subtractable) environmental and beam-related backgrounds. 

• Excellent complementarity in this channel with Mu3e @ PSI. Radiative losses limit us to Ee+ ≲ 20 MeV.

• Funded via US NSF PHY-2209456. Looking forward to collaboration with PSI scientists. 
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wavelet denoising

 

can’t do this 
with analog electronics!
(esp. at 200 eV)

 

edge-finding

 

rise-time 
analysis

 

zero-area 
cusp shaping

 

(see arXiv:2202.09672 and arXiv:2108.02880)


